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1 Executive	Summary	This report is related to the activities carried out within Task 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4. It presents a description of the methodologies and components implementing system-level design within ALOHA. Since the overall ALOHA integration methodology is built upon an iterative and continuous approach, the interactions among different components of the architecture are subject to possible modifications in future iterations. UNICA, UvA, UL, IBM, IL have contributed to this deliverable. This report updates D3.1, released at M9, and relates to the future deliverable D3.4, which will include a final release of the automated tool for application partitioning and mapping. 
1.1 Acronyms	and	abbreviations	

Acronym	 Meaning	DSE Design Space Exploration AOW Architecture Optimization Workbench SDF Synchronous Data Flow CSDF Cyclo-Static Data Flow PiSDF Parametric & Interfaced Synchronous Data Flow   
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2 Automation	of	the	application	partitioning	and	mapping	In this section, we’ll describe the main steps needed for automating the process of identifying an optimized partitioning, mapping and scheduling of the Deep Learning (DL) algorithm selected by the tools in WP2 on the processing cores available on the target computing platform. This phase of the toolflow, that we refer to as System-level DSE, identifies the best partitioning of the algorithm configuration in sub-tasks, finds the optimal mapping scheme of these sub-tasks on the different processing units available in the target hardware platform, able to satisfy requirements and constraints specified by the user (i.e. throughput, latency and power).  The System-level DSE engine can also deploy transformations on the DNN algorithm graph by, for example, merging or splitting tasks (i.e., increasing or decreasing the concurrency in the DNN algorithm), to find more efficient mappings of sub-tasks, to optimize the usage of the available hardware resources and to adapt to dynamic changes. In order to enable the mentioned transformation and to be capable of evaluating the matching of the chosen configuration with the features of the target platform, the DSE process relies on some models and abstractions (studied in Task 3.4) needed to represent: 
 Flexible, characterizable and transformable DNN application structures (see Section 3.1 and 3.2) 
 Parallel heterogeneous hardware platforms (see Section 3.3) Before starting the actual exploration process, the system-level design procedure can access a Post-training algorithm refinement tool for parsimonious inference (developed in Task 3.2, see Section 4) to achieve a workload reduction by considering specific features of the target architecture. This satellite tool tries to reduce the computational workload by applying both a sophisticated on-line data-dependent kernel/component pruning mechanism and a conversion from static to dynamic computing graph to the DNN model.  On the eventually simplified model, we perform the actual DSE:  
 A first exploration utility, Sesame DSE engine, exploits a simulative evaluation of the candidate solutions and a genetic algorithm for surfing the design space, developed in Task 3.1 (see Section 5);  
 A second component is based on mathematical programming and uses IBM’s Architecture Optimization Workbench (AOW), developed in Task 3.3 (see Section 6).        
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3 Models	and	abstractions	for	system‐level	DSE	This section reports on the activities carried out in Task 3.4 regarding the application and architecture model used in system-level DSE. Moreover we describe the automation of the partitioning process implementing model transformation, that is part of the practical DSE procedure, and thus is also outcome of Task 3.1.  
3.1 Representation	and	partitioning	of	static	DNNs	Some information about the representation and partitioning of Static DNNs has not changed in comparison with the previous deliverable D3.1, submitted at month M9, but it has been repeated in the following sections for the reader’s convenience and for the completeness of this document.  
Summary	of	updates	from	D3.1	(M9)	

 The static DNNs partitioning has been automated.  
 The automated DNNs partitioning has been tested on AlexNet model from the ONNX models Zoo3. 
 The static DNN partitioning has been integrated within Sesame-based DSE. 

3.1.1 Block‐based	DNN	model	representation	The static DNN model partitioning utilizes an internal DNN model representation, extracted from a specification of the input DNN provided in the “.onnx” exchange format. This step is implemented in a tool called “.onnx model reader” of the performance/energy evaluation tool and described in details in deliverable D2.2. Unlike the DNN description, provided in ONNX format, the internal DNN representation utilizes a special block-based representation, which reflects the potential for parallel and distributed processing, and allows DNN model partitioning, using transformations over the DNN model. The details on block-based DNN model representation and transformations over the DNN model are provided below.   The “.onnx” exchange format represents deep neural networks as graphic models in which one graph node corresponds to one DNN layer. Hereinafter this graph representation is referred as layer-based representation. The layer-based representation is compact and easy to understand. Also, it is used by many of the state-of-the-art neural network frameworks. However, it does not reflect the potential for parallel and distributed processing of neurons within one layer, while this potential is vital for deploying deep neural networks on multi-processor embedded systems. An alternative natural representation of a DNN model, hereinafter called neuron-based representation, associates one neuron of a deep neural network with one graph node (for more details please refer to deliverable D2.1 and D2.2). It exploits the full model parallelism, but suffers from the high complexity of its graph. For example, the AlexNet4 model, provided by the .onnx models zoo5, consists of more than 4000 nodes and more than 740000 edges if neuron-based representation is used. The graph size makes the analysis and design space exploration a slow and complicated process. Therefore, an internal block-based DNN representation was introduced. It uses the recursiveness property of the graph structure, which is also characteristic of the DNN graph models. One block, associated with one node of the DNN diagram model, is                                                                
3 https://github.com/onnx/models 
4 A. Krizhevsky, I. Sutskever, G. E. Hinton. ImageNet classification with deep Convolutional Neural Networks. Advances in 
neural information processing systems, 2012. 5 https://github.com/onnx/models/tree/master/bvlc_alexnet 
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a generalized abstraction of a neuron-based DNN model subgraph. Unlike the neuron-based model, the block-based model allows storing the network description in a compact form, avoiding copying of common data for identical neurons of one block. In contrast to the layer-based model, it treats neurons as separate functional units. All three representations, mentioned above, are shown in Figure 1. It should be noted that the neuron-based and layer-based representations could be easily modelled in a block-based notation. In the first case, a block corresponds to a DNN neuron and in the latter case, a block corresponds to a DNN layer.  

 
Figure	1:	Deep	neural	network	model	representation.	 

3.1.2 Transformations	over	the	DNN	model	To control the degree of parallelism of the model, several transformations over DNN models are implemented. The transformations include the split and merge transformations. The split transformation increases the initial model parallelism. An example of the split transformation is shown on the left side of Figure 2. In the example, the split transformation is performed over the Convolutional Layer block and divides the block into two independent blocks. The input data is copied for every independent block. The output data stream coming from the two independent blocks is combined and synchronized by the concatenation node. The merge transformation is the opposite of the split transformation. It composes two or more DNN graph nodes/blocks into one block and reduces the model parallelism. An example of the merge transformation is shown on the right side of Figure 2, where the merge operator combines the Convolution and Pooling blocks into one block. 
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Figure	2:	Transformations	over	the	deep	neural	network	model.	 

3.1.3 Automated	bottleneck‐based	DNN	model	partitioning	Utilization of the flexible block-based DNN model and the split/merge transformations allows to effectively exploit the parallelism available in DNN models by automated generation of alternative functionally equivalent CSDF models with different degrees of exploited parallelism.  However, manual partitioning of the DNN model requires sufficient amount of time, especially, if the target level of parallelism is rather high. Therefore, an automated bottleneck-based partitioning algorithm has been devised and implemented.  First, the automated bottleneck-based partitioning algorithm searches for a bottleneck block in a DNN model, e.g. performance bottleneck (the slowest block in the DNN model) or memory bottleneck (the block in a DNN model, which utilizes the largest amount of memory among all other blocks). Then, it performs splitting, i.e., it replaces the bottleneck block with a functionally equivalent set of blocks and distributes the bottleneck block’s functionality among the blocks in the set. The automated bottleneck–based partitioning is illustrated in Algorithm 1, shown in Figure 3.  Algorithm 1 accepts as input: 1) a DNN model, obtained from an input ONNX description,   2) the number of expected partitions, by default equal to the number of processors in the target architecture description,   3) a partition step which determines how many child blocks should be in the functionally equivalent set of blocks after one split transformation, and by default equal to 2.  As there are no existing tools that allow finding a bottleneck block in a DNN model, Algorithm 1 finds the bottleneck block by converting the DNN model into functionally equivalent CSDF model (Line 3 of Algorithm 1). The DNN-to-CSDF conversion is described in Section 2 (DNN-to-CSDF model conversion) of deliverable D2.2. In Line 3 Algorithm 1 utilizes the DARTS tool which searches for a bottleneck actor in the functionally 
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equivalent CSDF model (Line 4 of Algorithm 1). In Line 5, Algorithm 1 finds a DNN block, functionally equivalent to the obtained bottleneck actor. In Lines 7-8, Algorithm 1 checks, if the bottleneck block should be split. If yes, in Lines 9-11, Algorithm 1 splits the bottleneck block and all dependent blocks. Otherwise, in Line 16 Algorithm 1 returns the partitioned DNN.  

 
Figure	3:	Automated	bottleneck‐based	partition	 

3.1.4 Experimental	results	The automated static DNN model partitioning is tested on the AlexNet DNN model, provided in the ONNX models Zoo. To show the difference between DNN models with different number of partitions, we utilized the performance/energy tool evaluations (for more details refer to deliverable D2.2).  The results of the experiments are provided in Table 1. 
Table	1:	Partitioned	AlexNet	DNN	evaluations	CSDF eval. Tool Evaluation Partitions (Algorithm 1) 0 32 59 90 DARTS Performance(s) 1.26 0.75 0.65 0.32 

Dynamic	
Energy(J) 5.32 6.11 91.71 180.71 
Processors 4 4 10 19 
Memory(B) 2.52*108 2.54*108 2.57*108 2.60*108 SDF3 Performance(s) 1.48 0.92 0.65 0,37 
Memory(B) 2.52*108 2.54*108 2.57*108 2.60*108 Transformation time (s) - 0.004 0.16 1.53 Evaluation time (s) 0.03 0.06 0.06 0.07 
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As can be seen from Table 1, the evaluations obtained from the DARTS and SDF3 frameworks are slightly different. The difference occurs due to the different evaluation algorithms, utilized by the frameworks. However, the common trends can be observed in the evaluation results of the tools. As can be seen from Table 1, more fine-grained DNN representations utilize more memory and consume more energy, but provide better performance, compared with more coarse-grained DNN representations.  The increase of memory utilization occurs due to the duplication of input data for some of the DNN nodes during splitting. E.g., for Convolutional blocks, shown in Figure 2, and obtained via the split transformation, the input data is duplicated. The energy consumption increases because in more fine-grained representations, more processors are involved in the DNN inference computation. The performance increases because in more fine-grained models, more computations are done in parallel. E.g., Convolutional block, shown in Figure 2, obtained via the split transformation, perform the functionality of the original Convolutional block	in parallel.  Examples of partitioning, performed over the AlexNet DNN model with performance bottleneck search, are shown in Figure 4.  

 
Figure	4:	AlexNet	DNN	automated	partitioning	 

3.2 Representation	of	dynamic	DNNs	The concept of post-training Parsimonious Inference (PI) is to simultaneously adapt kernel coefficients and learn kernel activation rules during a brief training phase following the regular training procedure. For this purpose, each convolutional layer chosen to be subjected to conditional execution has to be modified in a way that enables the transformation from a typical convolutional layer to a layer with dynamic kernel population.  The simplest but still effective type of rules can be formulated as simple linear rules on the channel-wise average pooling of a layer’s input data tensor. This type of activation rules offers a dual advantage. First, it 
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induces a very small computational overhead, (typically a negligible fraction of the overall FLOPs count) to the overall workload. Secondly, rules can be formulated using standard components of a typical CNNs design, such as pooling layers and 1x1 convolutional kernels, thus can be easily described by industry standards like ONNX or Caffe protobuf format without any modifications needed.  In this context, a convolutional DNN model converted to a model with dynamically executed kernels, has the typical description of the corresponding static DNN, with the addition of a number of 1x1 convolutional layers whose outputs indicate whether the corresponding kernels have to be computed. An example on this type of representation can be seen in Figure 5. For the layers that produce the rules, a simple naming convention like the one illustrated, can be easily used in order to automatically identify and link the rules to the respective kernels. In this setting, the sign of each output of Conv3_2_SW layer indicated whether the corresponding kernel (kernel with the same index) of Conv3_2 layer has to be computed. 

Conv3_2
Relu3_2

Conv3_2
Relu3_2

Channel‐wise 
Average Pool
(PoolSW3_2)

Conv3_2_SW

Data from 
Previous Layer

Data to the 
Next Layer(s)

Data from 
Previous Layer

Data to the 
Next Layer(s)

Control Execution of 
individual kernels

Section of the original 
(static DNN)

Corresponding section 
of the converted 
dynamic DNN  

Figure	5.	Example	of	the	representation	of	a	DNN	with	dynamically	executed	kernels,	in	the	context	of	post‐training PI	 
3.3 Representation	of	communication	and	computation	platform	In D1.1, the ALOHA architecture description format was described.  It has the format of a hierarchical description, that integrates information about the precessing elements, memory subsystems and communication infrastructures that are available in the platform, with annotated information about their performance and power consumption figures. As discussed in D1.1 the model reports different levels of details. The deeper level, that is exploited in WP3 to select optimal partitioning and mapping, reports, for every processing element, the supported operators and corresponding peak performance, and, for every memory or communication component, supported access bandwidths. This information can be directly used to derive execution times and communication latencies to be used within the different proprietary internal platform descriptions used by the Sesame system-level simulation framework and IBM’s AOW.   Manual and partially automated conversions have been tested at this point. Fully automated connections and architecture model accuracy against real hardware are planned to be tackled with the integration process that is going to take care in the second half of the project. 
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4 Post‐training	algorithm	refinement	for	parsimonious	inference	This section reports on the activities carried out in Task 3.2 regarding the development of the post-training algorithm refinement tool. Some information about the post-training algorithm refinement for parsimonious inference has not changed in comparison with the previous deliverable D3.1, submitted at month M9, but it has been repeated in the following sections for the reader’s convenience and for the completeness of this document.  
Summary	of	updates	from	D3.1	(M9)	

 An automated tool is implemented for analyzing the model graph and deciding on the most appropriate nodes to insert LKAM (see below) modules. 
 A set of heuristics have been developed for hyperparameter tuning. 
 Conversion tools have been developed for ONNX and Caffe formats. 
 Description of the internal tool architecture, as long as example results for a small Cifar-10 classification problem have been added to the report. 
 The implemented tool is tested in several model architectures such as AlexCIFAR, AlexNet, SQNet, Unet.  
 Details regarding the integration of the tool with the ALOHA toolchain have been added in the report. 

4.1 Overview	The tool aims at further reducing the computational workload of the trained model by performing an additional optimization process6. The outcome of this process could be a either a dynamic DNN, or a static but pruned DNN. In both cases the overall architecture of the produced DNN is similar to that of the initial trained model, but the computationally demanding elements are altered either via their conversion to conditionally executed structures or by pruning-off part of the computational redundancies that remained after the optimizations of WP2 tools. The pruning process is performed by gradually weakening the contribution of unnecessary kernels and layers in the CNN architecture. In the dynamic pruning, several components (i.e. convolutional kernels, groups of kernels, layers etc.) are conditionally executed according to learned rules, and based on the respective data being processed, by the means of special, trainable processing modules called LKAMs (Learning Kernel Activation Modules). These modules are capable to switch on and off individual kernels of any layer, depending on its input, which is the output of the previous convolutional layer. 
4.2 General	tool	architecture	The tool takes as input the DNN structure that has been selected and trained by the DSE engine, along with some target parameters and it produces a new optimized DNN structure. The DNN structure which consists of the DNN Trained Model, its trained coefficients and the hyper-parameters that has been used for training and evaluation during the DSE stages, is accessed via a standard format ONNX file.  Along with the ONNX file, the tool needs to have access to the Dataset that has been used in training stage,                                                                
6 I. Theodorakopoulos, V. Pothos, D. Kastaniotis, and N. Fragoulis, “Parsimonious inference on convolutional neural 
networks: Learning and applying on-line kernel activation rules,” CoRR, vol. abs/1701.05221, 2017. 
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in order to re-train and evaluate its performing modifications on the DNN model. The optimization target-criteria are defined by an Error Margin target which must also be provided as input to this tool. When these target-criteria are achieved the Post-Training Algorithm Refinement tool will stop optimizations and will export its latest optimization results thus to be available for utilization by the System-level DSE engine. Depending the hardware architecture and its capabilities another one flag is used as input, which defines the workflow of the tool, setting as target the creation of a dynamic or a statically pruned model. When the Post-Training Algorithm Refinement tool has successfully reached the targeted-criteria, it stops processing and exports a new ONNX file with the new refined DNN Model. It does also return the file path of the new ONNX file, as far as the Accuracy and MAC reduction ratio metrics, which are reflecting the quality of optimization. The whole input / output interface of the Post-Training Refinement tools are depicted in  Figure 6. 

 
	

Figure	6.	Top‐level	interface	of	the	tool.	The	inputs	of	the	tool	are	shown	blue	(left‐hand	side),	the	outputs	are	
highlighted	in	red	colors	(right‐hand	side).	 

4.3 Internal	tool	structure	The basic structural element of the performed optimization is the “Learning Kernel Activation Module” (LKAM), which operates as rules for condition the execution of convolutional kernels during inference (switches). LKAMs consist of regular DNN components, and can act either as rules on a dynamic DNN architecture, or as markers indicating redundant kernels which can be safely pruned, producing a static DNN of reduced complexity on the output.  In the typical flow, the LKAM modules are attached to the most computationally demanding components of the input model, and an optimization procedure similar to a regular training circle is performed, using a regular deep-learning framework. The optimization task in this tool is undertaken by the Caffe7 deep learning framework, that offers both C++ and python interfaces, which are particularly useful for the tool implementation. After the optimization a dynamic or static DNN model is exported, depending on the                                                                
7 https://caffe.berkeleyvision.org/ 
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corresponding input preferences. An overview of the internal structure of the tool and the basic processing flow is illustrated in Figure 7.  The basic internal components of the tool are the following: 
1. Auto	LKAM	Application is in the form of a pre-compiled executable and undertakes the following tasks:	

 Analyze the input graph, and estimate the computational complexity on each node	
 Execute a set of heuristics in order to choose the nodes which maximize the potential gains if pruned or being conditioned.	
 Create a new DNN graph with LKAMs attached to the selected nodes.	
 Convert the ONNX to a Caffe-compatible representation in order to perform optimization.	
 Utilize a set of heuristics to navigate the Accuracy/Parsimony space by automatically adjusting a set of optimization hyper-parameters. An example of performance variations for different optimization paths in the problem of cifar-10 image classification is illustrated in Figure 8.	
 Check for termination conditions, based on the target performance envelope dictated by the inputs. 
 Upon termination, construct either a dynamic or a static/pruned DNN and produce the output ONNX file. 

 
Figure	7.	Internal	structure	and	processing	flow	of	the	tool.	

2. Caffe	Framework	is utilized as the main optimization engine in order to optimize the converted DNN graph. The Python interface of Caffe framework is also used in order to carry out all the intermediate and final performance validation tasks, necessary for monitoring the optimization procedure.	The overall flow inside the tool is controlled by a top-level Python script, handling communications with databases and other components of ALOHA tool chain, as long as the proper sequencing of operations for the successful optimization and output model construction. 
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Figure	8.	Performance	variations	for	different	optimization	paths	controled	by	the	hyper‐parameter	Lamda,	for	the	

Cifar‐10	image	classification	problem	    

Initial model’s Accuracy 
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5 Sesame‐based	DSE	This section reports on the activities carried out in Task 3.1 regarding the development of the Sesame-based DSE tool. Some information about this tool has not changed in comparison with the previous deliverable D3.1, submitted at month M9, but it has been repeated in the following for the reader’s convenience and for the completeness of this document. To exploit the Sesame simulation environment within the optimization of DNN tasks, we have worked on translation of DNNs into application models based on the Cyclo-Static DataFlow (CSDF) model of computation (see Section 2.1.1). The DNN-to-CSDF model conversion is described in deliverable D2.2.  The application model used by the Sesame modeling and simulation environment for DSE, is automatically generated from a CSDF model, provided by CSDF model converter.  It is provided as a number of code templates in C++ and “.yml” format. These templates describe a CSDF graph model using coarse-grained reading, writing, and execution events. 
 The	reading	event describes the reading of input data to a dataflow node. Input data is coming from communication channels through the node input ports. After the required amount of data is read by the node, the execution event can start. 
 The	execution	event describes the node functionality, inherited from the corresponding DNN block. It may contain simple operations such as convolution or pooling or have more complex internal logic. 
 The	writing	event describes the recording of the node’s firing results to the node output. The result is written to the communication channels through the node’s output ports. Besides the node’s firing description, the generated templates contain some meta-information related to the node such as constant parameters (e.g. weights) description. The example, provided in Figure 9, shows an automatically generated firing template of the pooling block node in Figure 1. For simplicity some internal operations are skipped. 
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Figure	9:	Automatically	generated	code	template	for	Sesame‐based	DSE.	 

5.1 Progress	since	M9	Since the CSDF-based DNN application models can become large in terms of the number of components (neurons and channels), this may cause significant overhead in Sesame’s modeling of mappings of these application models onto the underlying platform as well as in the DSE process itself.  Initial scaling experiments showed that larger Sesame models were feasible and a real DSE experiment with a relatively small layer-based DNN model worked as expected. The next step was to increase the size of DNN models used in the DSE.  Design space exploration uses a (mu + lambda) genetic algorithm (GA) with a NSGA2 selector to select the next generation.  The first experiments still explore a relatively small DNN model but where we looked at both layer-based and neuron-based versions (i.e., CSDF actors either model entire layers or separate neurons).  In these experiments, we target a heterogeneous MP-SoC platform, containing up to 4 processor cores (of different types) connected to a shared memory via a bus. For the GA in this experiment, the initial population of mapping individuals was randomized. Figure 10 shows the best mappings of the layer-based model in terms of cost and performance together with all the mappings that were explored during the DSE. The size of this model also allowed us to exhaustively simulate all possible mappings, which are also shown in gray in Figure 10.  We see that the DSE does a good job of finding mappings that perform well in terms of speed but it is not finding the best mappings in terms of cost. Figure 11 shows a logbook of the lowest cost and highest performance found in the population of individuals for every GA generation. Cheaper and better performing individuals enter the population during the course of DSE. 
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To see how the DSE performed on slightly larger DNN models, we also ran experiments on a block-based model of AlexNet.  Although these models are still relatively small as they contain up-to 30 nodes and 40 edges, this application model already generated 2.2 GB of trace event data. 

 
Figure	10:	Pareto	front	and	other	mappings	for	LB	example	

 
Figure	11:	Cost	and	performance	values	over	time	 The Pareto-optimal mappings in terms of cost and performance of the block-based AlexNet model are shown in Figure 12. The figure does not show all possible mappings as Figure 10 did because it is not feasible to evaluate all mappings for this application size. In this experiment, the initial population was not randomized but instead contained mappings that mapped all nodes to a single architecture component.  Figure 13 shows the logbook of the best cost and performance values for every generation. Here we see that, because of the way we initialize the population, the cheapest mapping that uses the least amount of resources is already found in the initial population. 

 
Figure	12:	Pareto	front	and	explored	mappings	for	AlexNet	

 
Figure	13:	Cost	and	performance	for	AlexNet	

 For these experiments, we still used architecture models with default (i.e., synthetic) timing parameters. These parameters will be replaced with timing parameters of the actual target platform later in the project.  Even with these default timing parameters these experiments have already led to improvements in the DSE framework and to new insights on how to explore larger DNN models. 
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5.2 Extending	to	adaptivity	and	to	the	concept	of	scenarios	During the second half of the project, ALOHA will be soon targeting scenario-based optimization for dynamic systems. To this aim different mappings and partitioning configurations will be selected instead of a single configuration, satisfying different sets of constraints.   The runtime platform management platform support developed within WP4, allowing for activation/deactivation of tasks and runtime mapping changes, will be used to switch between the design points selected by system-level DSE for different sets of constraints. Moreover, dynamic scenario changes will come from the data-dependent workload that is determined by the insertion of LKAMs. The information about which convolutions are static and which are dynamic will be also forwarded to the porting process that is taken care of in WP4. Some experiments about automated porting of LKAM-enriched DNNs have already been performed, see Deliverable 4.2.   
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6 Architecture	Optimization	Workbench	This section reports on the activities carried out in Task 3.3 regarding the development of the support for mathematical-programming based DSE. The main activities in AOW for mapping and scheduling of DL application on edge during M6 to M9 period were focused on modeling of the DNN inference application and system architecture for Mathematical Programming optimization. We consider throughput, latency, and energy objectives balancing potential memory, communication, and computation bottlenecks while utilizing application and intra-actor level parallelism in heterogeneous platforms. The first modeling task includes addition of shared and local memory and communication for efficient computation near data location with low latency and energy consumption. The next step is developing an initial standalone version of the tool described below.   
6.1 Progress	since	M9	From M9 to M18 we developed a standalone version of AOW for mapping and scheduling of DL applications on edge (referred as AOW). In this version only channel level parallelism is exploited – in each layer calculation of channels could be done in parallel, while the dataflow per channel is defined by the appropriate hardware. In later version we plan to explore additional parallelism options including analysis of dataflows.  AOW includes the following components:  1) definition of the dataflow of the application,  2) definition of the hardware architecture,  3) execution scenarios of application actors on the hardware architecture,  4) optimization running interface,  5) mapping and scheduling solution,  6) solution analysis dashboards. In the following paragraphs we describe all the components. 
6.2 Definition	of	the	application	dataflow	For reference DL application we used VGG16 shown in Figure 14. Its dataflow representation is similar to the block-based representation described in Section 3.1.1. We use Parametric interfaced SDF (PiSDF8) with parametrized level of parallelization as shown in Figure 15 for an intermediate layer n. In the most parallelized version, each CalculateLayer agent is fired 
numOfFilters times. However, this number can be reduced by the aggregationFactor, each time calculating several convolutional filters together – the number of calculations and corresponding execution time in different processing elements are respectively adjusted. The Broadcast actor enable smart reuse of the memory required for the image in the first layer and activations in the consecutive layers. ReadWeights actor provides kernel weights and has the same aggregationFactor as the corresponding CalculateLayer actor. 

                                                               
8 Desnos K., Pelcat M., Nezan J.-F., Bhattacharyya S., Aridhi S. PIMM: Parameterized and interfaced dataflow meta-model 
for mpsocs runtime reconfiguration, in proceedings of SAMOS XIII, IEEE, 2013. 
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Figure	14:	VGG16	topology9	and	baseline	mapping	to	NEURAghe10	with	cycle	of	181	ms	 

 
Figure	15:	Parametric	dataflow	(PiSDF)	for	DL	computation	                                                               

9 K. Simonyan and A. Zisserman. 2014. Very deep convolutional networks for large-scale image recognition. arXiv preprint 
arXiv:1409.1556 (2014). 
10 P. Meloni, A. Capotondi, G. Deriu, M. Brian, F. Conti, D. Rossi, L. Raffo, and L. Benini. 2017. NEURAghe: Exploiting 
CPU-FPGA Synergies for Efficient and Flexible CNN Inference Acceleration on Zynq SoCs. CoRR abs/1712.00994 (2017). 
arXiv:1712.00994 http://arxiv.org/abs/1712.00994 
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 In AOW, actors and precedences between them are provided as shown in Figure 16 and Figure 17, respectively.  

 
Figure	16:	VGG16	application	example:	actors	

 
Figure	17:	VGG16	application	example:	precedences	
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6.3 Definition	of	the	hardware	architecture	and	execution	scenarios	The reference hardware architecture consists of heterogeneous processing elements connected to local and shared memory as shown in Figure 18. The local memory (or cache) is usually much faster but also much smaller than the shared memory. Figure 19 shows data for NEURAghe DL accelerators used in this work with corresponding executions of application actors on different processing elements.  

 
Figure	18:	Reference	hardware	architecture	 

 
Figure	19:	NEURAghe	hardware	architecture	example	 

6.4 Mapping	and	scheduling	solution	and	solution	analysis	dashboards	Optimization running interface enables DSE execution and control the progress of the optimization. The found solution contain assignment of actors to processing elements and execution start and end times as shown in Figure 20. Figure 21 provides Gantt schedule of the processing elements. Figure 22 and Figure 23 demonstrate tool solution analysis dashboard with two solutions found by AOW with improved cycle by more balanced allocation of actors to regular cores and hardware accelerator.  
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Figure	20:	VGG16	mapping	example	to	NEURAghe	architecture	 

 
Figure	21:	VGG16	scheduling	example	on	NEURAghe	architecture	The baseline solution of 181 ms is improved to 145 and 136 ms, respectively. Memory size and communication bandwidth constraints have been taken into account in order to find feasible solutions. As we can see, the example demonstrates usefulness of optimization based DSE to improve inference performance while addressing memory, communication and capacity constraints. 
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Figure	22:	VGG16	mapping	and	scheduling	on	NEURAghe	with	cycle	of	145	ms	 

 
Figure	23:	VGG16	mapping	and	scheduling	on	NEURAghe	with	cycle	of	136	ms	In the following months we plan, on one hand, to improve the scalability and fidelity of DSE algorithms and extend KPIs for use case scenarios and, on the other hand, to integrate AOW in ALOHA tool flow.    
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7 Integration	activities	

7.1 Integration	of	the	Sesame‐based	DSE	tool	The integration of the automated methodology described in Section 3.1.3 with the previously existing component implementing the Sesame-based DSE is illustrated in Figure 24. The Sesame-based DSE accepts C++ CSDF model code templates. The Sesame files are previously described in more details in Section 5. 

 
Figure	24:	Integration	with	Sesame‐based	DSE	 

7.2 Integration	of	the	Post‐training	algorithm	refinement	tool	For the integration of Post Training PI algorithm, Docker technology was used in compliance with the overall ALOHA tool chain. The main tool’s container is the PostTraining	PI	docker, which consists of an NVIDIA Ubuntu-16.04 docker supporting NVIDIA GPU drivers (384.130). The PostTraining PI docker contains configured and compiled builds of other software like the Caffe Deep learning framework, Opencv-3.4.5 and protobuf libraries, all configured to work with python 3.5. Also FLASK framework has been programmed and build inside the docker in order to setup a server listening to specific ports and URL’s, to enable communication with the rest of ALOHA tool chain. The PostTraining PI procedure has been implemented into the docker using python3.5 and C++. Python software (ILautoLKAM) is used for high-level handling of the C++ multi-use precompiled software (auto‐
LKAM	application), for training and validation purposes using the Caffe framework and also for interaction with other components of the docker like the connection to the mongo-db database. The auto‐LKAM software is responsible for different actions like model conversions between ONNX and Caffe format, LKAM analysis and model modifications, creation of the final Dynamic/Static ONNX model and other parts that are related with the optimization space exploration algorithm as described in section 5.1. Finally, a repository-based system has been also established in the docker thus to incorporate easily future of small updates/patches on the FLASK API, auto‐LKAM and ILautoLKAM software, without the need for 
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updating the whole docker image. A graphical illustration of the algorithm is provided in Figure 25.  

 
Figure	25.	Illustration	of	the	algorithmic	components	and	processes	of	the	Post‐training	algorithm	refinement	PI	The processes can be summarized in the following steps: 1) The Flask server is setup, create/access a specific table/collection in the mongo-DB and the system polls the mongo-DB every 5 seconds checking for new jobs that may be waiting to be done. 2) User (/outside module) should place all the required files on the shared disk, thus the docker to have access to them. 3) User should sent a POST request to system for a new job, as described to the FLASK API for this specific docker. 4) The request is read and if it's correct is inserted to DB. Corresponding return message of the request with the new job's ID is returned. Using that job ID, the user can request information at any time from the mongo-DB table/collection for the specific job. 5) Polling system get's the new job and starts the processing 6) Processing involves multiple interactions between the shared disk, auto-LKAM (C++) and the ILautoLKAM (Python3) software. 7) Results are stored both on shared disk and the mongo-DB. At current state however, no results are stored because algorithms are still implemented. Instead multiple results during the optimization space exploration are stored in the shared disk and kept in files with extension .lsession which are used for consecutive exploration space progress analysis. 8) User can use the FLASK API to request specific's job results (based on job's id). Current progress 
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status or results if job has been processed are going to be returned from the mongo-DB. 9) Based on the returned results user can also access and the corresponding resulted files from the shared disk. 
7.3 Integration	of	AOW	The methodology that has to be used to integrate AOW in ALOHA is still under definition, due to constraints related with the proprietary industrial nature of the tool. At this stage, loose integration is performed with manual transfer of the exchanged information formats. The eventual path to integration will be defined and implemented within the second half of the project.  


